DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
.would destroy the 'balance of power in the Mediterranean'. For
days I went about feeling that something precious to me was in
imminent and mortal danger. I had a gloomy feeling that some-
thing I loved was to be done to death. Suddenly, sitting out on
the calm lake and contemplating the Dent du Midi, I realized
that I hadn't the faintest idea what the balance of power in the
Mediterranean was and that for all I knew it might not matter a<
hoot to me if it were knocked head over heels.
Since that day I never allow myself either to be lulled to sleep
or to be stirred to anger by a phrase — 'non-intervention', cthe
sacred right of self-determination', "loyalty to the League and the
principle of collective action against aggression', or what not. I
tear them asunder and try to get at the truth, which is often
revolting and nearly always quite different.
What does it mean to live under German domination? I studied
it in Gzecho-Slovakia, where the domination is only beginning.
First of all, it means'practically no difference at all for a nation
that would or could, for a man who would or could, put all
thoughts of nationhood out of its or his mind and accept the idea
of a peaceful and possibly prosperous existence on one immutable
condition — submission to German wishes, the abandonment of all
opposition to German aims. Peace and happiness in the ^con-
centration camp. The Pax Germanica*
Take an individual case, a Czech who is, let us say, a butcher,
a baker or candlestick-maker. If he has no feelings about national
freedom, he may have just as good a life under German as under
Czech rule. If he is an egoist, if he only wants to live well and earn
as much as he can and find a pretty wife and go for week-end
excursions into the countryside, why should he not? There always
were Czech butchers, bakers and candlestick-makers; there always
will be. To such a man it does not matter very much whether a
German Governor pits in the Palace, whether somewhere, fifty
miles away, a German road runs across his country.
Is not this, perhaps, the better philosophy, for a nation as well
as for an individual man?
I watched Prague preparing for Christmas. Gaily decorated and

